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introduction 

This is a safety update covering information about the 

New Zealand helicopter sector including:

• Sector size;

• Operating activity; and

• Safety performance.

For the purposes of raising awareness and sharing 

‘lessons learned’ it also covers information about 

accidents and incidents in the sector in 2017 to date. 

If you have any questions about this safety update or 

would like to request further safety information then 

please contact me at 

Joe.Dewar@caa.govt.nz.

Sector size and activity

There are currently 133 helicopter operators holding Part 

119 and/or Part 137 AOCs:

• 56 with both Part 119 and Part 137 AOCs;

• 54 with a Part 119 AOC only; and

• 23 with a Part 137 AOC only.

The majority are small operators: 66% own 3 or fewer 

machines:
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The number of helicopters on the New Zealand register 

continues to grow, particularly in the single turbine 

category.
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The number of helicopter licences issued per year has 

been declining over time:
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Overall, helicopter flight hours have been increasing 

over time, although the increase has not been evenly 

shared across the different sub sectors. While transport 

and agricultural hours have increased, other commercial 

flying and flight training have seen sustained reductions 

in hours. The series of charts below show the annual 

number of hours by type:   
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safety performance: accident rates

Long term, the overall New Zealand helicopter accident 

rate has been reducing. The overall fatal accident rate, 

which reached a 3-yearly rate of 2.5 per 100,000 hours 

after 2014, has also been reducing however is still a way 

off the low 2009-2010 rate:
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In the air transport sector the accident rate has been 

decreasing after a sharp spike after 2014. The agricultural 

rate has also been steadily decreasing, In the training 

and other commercial sectors the data paints a different 

picture with increasing accident rates. Note that the 

recent significant reduction of flight hours in these sectors 

means that the rates have spiked sharply:
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accidents in 2017

	

January 2017

Otago

Hughes 500

Collision/strike - wire

There have been 12 accidents in 2017 to date, the same 

count as the total for 2016. 3 accidents occurred on 

agricultural operations, 5 on other commercial, 1 on 

training, 1 on transport, and 2 on private operations. 4 of 

the other commercial accidents occurred on external load 

operations and this update concludes with an a section 

reviewing external load safety.

During the first spray run in a new treatment area, the 
aircraft contacted twin wires at the Eastern end of the 
spray area, resulting in damage to the machine. The 
wires, one of two sets over the spray block, had been 
noted in the safety briefing before commencing the 
operation. The pilot reported that on entering the new 
spray area he identified one of the two sets prior to 
making the first spray run. He believed the second set 
ran down a ridge line farther to the East of his present 
position. The wire was slung low over a gully with 
approximately 150 metres between the poles. They 
blended into the terrain.
On impact the wires damaged the bubble of the 

machine and became wrapped around the mirror 
mounted at the front of the aircraft causing it to become  
entrapped.  Because  of  the  roughness  of the terrain 
below the pilot was unable to land the helicopter, so 
backed off the wire until the entangled mirror and 
nosepiece broke off. He then landed and shutdown.
The operator undertook a thorough investigation and 

identified the following factors that contributed to the 
occurrence:

1. Decision-making: visible contact with both wires 
should have been confirmed before commencing 
spraying in the area;
2. Situation awareness: pilot believed the second 

set of wires to be one ridge further off the end of the 
spray run than they were.
3. Flat light conditions and the span-length of the 

low-strung wire were also noted as environmental 
factors.

The investigation noted that situation awareness could 
have been improved by drawing a plan of the treatment 
area and having the operator identify the hazards, and 
stressed that hazards should always be checked and 
positively identified at every treatment area prior to 
spraying.



	

January 2017

Near Te Kuiti

R44

External load

	

February 2017

Christchurch

AS 350

External load

The helicopter was engaged on an operation laying out 

fenceline posts when they noticed the load line slip and 

witnessed the centre post spill out. The pilot lowered 

collective and pulled speed back in an attempt to put the 

load on the ground and secure it, however the remaining 

posts began to fall away. The pilot elected to jetisson the 

load. When he did he felt a sudden bang and realized that 

tail rotor authority had been lost when the empty strop 

flicked up and wrapped around the tail rotor pitch links. 

The pilot attempted a run on landing but lost control and 

collided with terrain. The pilot was not injured but the 

helicopter was destroyed.

	

February 2017

Otago

R44

Loss of control - performance management

The helicopter was engaged on a spraying operation on 

a 30ha L-shaped block. A climb was required to reach the 

top of the block so the pilot down loaded the helicopter to 

ensure sufficient performance would be available to reach 

the top.

The up-and-down portion of the block was nearly 

completed when the pilot went to finish an area of the 

northern boundary. This involved a right hand descending 

turn into an uphill run. The pilot estimated there was close 

to 200 litres on board and he was at about 2000 feet. 

Coming out of the turn a rate of sink developed which the 

pilot sought to counter by reducing collective resulting in 

a loss of RPM. The load was jettisoned immediately and 

an attempt made to fly forward out of trouble, however 

it was clear that there was insufficient height and power 

to recover. The pilot picked a spot ahead and attempted 

to run on, the helicopter ran 10-20 metres up the hill 

but rolled off a bank before coming to a complete stop. 

It rolled several times and stopped against a tree. The 

pilot was uninjured. The operator’s investigation report 

identified complacency as the principle cause of the 

accident, as the pilot didn’t properly consider the effect 

of the prevailing temperature and altitude on the aircraft’s 

performance. The report noted also that the pilot was 

thinking about returning home at the time and was 

flying ‘as if the job was already done’. The main lesson 

learned was that operators should be diligent to ensure 

that complacency does not creep up, regardless of how 

routine or familiar the task is.

The helicopter crashed during a fire fighting operation 

over the Port Hills. From the TAIC interim report into the 

accident: 

“The Helicopter crashed while the pilot was returning to 

the dipping pond to refill the firefighting monsoon bucket. 

Evidence showed that the monsoon bucket suspension 

cables struck the tail rotor, damaging the tail rotor and 

causing the loss of the entire vertical stabiliser from the 

tail boom. After the loss of the vertical stabiliser, the 

helicopter rolled to the right and descended until it struck 

the ground.”



	

February 2017

Central North Island

Hughes 500

External load

	

March 2017

Canterbury

R22

Loss of control - dynamic rollover

The helicopter was engaged on an external load 

operation transporting beehives. On the return flight the 

line, which had just the Bee-wing attached, somehow 

became caught in the tail rotor, leading to a complete 

loss of control as the tail rotor and tail rotor gear box 

departed the aircraft. The pilot was seriously injured. The 

investigation into the accident is ongoing.

Image of the tail rotor and entangled line.  

	

February 2017

Bay of Plenty

R44

Collision/strike - terrain

The pilot was approaching to land on a river bank. On 

landing, the pilot flared the helicopter resulting in the tail 

rotor contacting the ground. The tail rotor broke away 

and the helicopter spun around a number of times before 

coming to rest on its left side. 

The key lessons learned from the accident investigation 

were the importance of identifying suitable landing sites 

and maintaining awareness of the approach profile to 

ensure sufficient tail rotor clearance from terrain and other 

obstacles. 

	

March 2017

Fox Glacier

Hughes 500

Passenger/cargo

The pilot reported that they had finished the flare for 

landing and levelled out. As they were applying power to 

enter the hover there was a strong wind gust that lifted 

the tail and pushed the nose of the helicopter forward 

and down. The situation could not be corrected with the 

application of power and aft cyclic so a run on landing 

was attempted. During this, the right skid dug into some 

soft ground and the helicopter rolled over onto its right 

side. The pilot and other occupant were not injured.

A passenger was injured while embarking on to the 

running helicopter. Before the passenger had completed 

embarking onto the aircraft, they extended their arm to 

full length and their fingers made contact with the main 

rotor blades causing an injury to their right hand.



	

March 2017

West Coast

R22

Under investigation

	

May 2017

Northern King Country

AS 350

Ground handling

The Rescue Coordination Centre received a distress 

beacon from the aircraft, which had been on a venison 

recovery operation on the West Coast. Searchers on the 

subsequent search and rescue helicopter found that 

the pilot had been fatally injured in the accident. A TAIC 

investigation into the accident is currently underway. 

	

May 2017

Wellington

BK 117

Under investigation

The helicopter was relocating power poles from the 

northern side of the Pauhatanui inlet to the southern side. 

The pilot reported that during the cruise at approximately 

300ft the aircraft started an un-commanded yaw, at which 

point he released the sling load and entered into an auto 

rotation.  The aircraft impacted the water and the pilot 

managed to exit unharmed. A TAIC investigation into 

accident is currently underway.

	

August 2017

Near Otaki

Guimbal Cabri

Loss of control 

The helicopter was engaged on a spraying operation 
when it proceeded to takeoff with the loading hose still 
attached to the spray tank. On feeling the tug of the hose 
the pilot landed. During the course of this sequence 
the farmer, standing some 30 metres away but near 
the ground pump hoses, suffered some damage to his 
knee when he was swept of his feet as the loading hose 
tightened. 
The operator identified several lessons learned in their 
report including the need for visual acknowledgement 
between the pilot and ground crew prior to each lift off 
and the need to ensure visitors to the site are kept away 
from hazards associated with the operation. 

The helicopter was on a dual training flight when the 

was a loss of control as the helicopter transitioned from 

approach to hover at approximately 20 feet AGL, resulting 

in an uncontrolled yaw to the left. The helicopter impacted 

the ground and rolled onto its right side. An investigation 

into the accident is currently underway.



serious incidents & Defects in 2017

	

March 2017

Canterbury

Bell 206

Near collision/strike - wire

	

February 2017

Hawkes Bay

Hughes 500

External load

	

April 2017

En-route

Hughes 500

Turbulence

It was reported that there was a near wire strike during 

a helicopter spraying operation. The pilot noticed a wire 

(fence wire) spanning a gully that he had not been briefed 

on. If spraying had continued a wire strike would have 

occured. The report noted that the farmer had given a 

good briefing, but did not actually know the wire was 

there.

The operator reported that while flying over hilly terrain 

the pilot encountered strong turbulence. A strong gust 

from the right side caused the right-front passenger door 

perspex to break and blow out. The helicopter was landed 

and inspected for any damage from the window, none 

was found. 

	

July 2017

Fox Glacier

AS 350

Passenger/cargo

While manoeuvering to refill the water bucket on a 

firefighting operation the helicopter encountered 

turbulence. While passing through the turbulence the 

bucket and rigging detached from the cargo hook and fell 

to the ground. The engineering investigation determined 

that the butterfly style keepers on the cargo hook led 

the release. Due to the turbulence the bucket became 

weightless and the lifting eye on the end of the strop was 

able to shift sideways. This applied a side load to one 

of the two keepers and allowed the ring to slide off the 

hook. Following the investigation the operator replaced 

the cargo hook with the butterfly style keeper with a 

single keeper system.  

Below is a sample of incidents and defects in 2017. To 

date we have received x incident reports and y defect 

reports for the helicopter sector in 2017:

It was reported that the sliding rear left passenger door 

became unsecure in flight. The guide who was sitting 

beside the door was able to secure it for the remainder 

of the flight. The investigation determined that the door 

and handle were serviceable, and they had not been fully 

latched by the guide. The operator undertook retraining 

for the guide and developed a system to provide further 

information to the pilot about the security of the door prior 

to lift off. 



	

June 2017

Kaikoura

Hughes 500

External load

	

July 2017

Auckland

R44

Airspace incident

The operator reported a near miss with an RPAS over 

Auckland Harbour. The pilot was conducting a scenic 

flight around Auckland  when they passed a small RPAS,  

reported to be within 30 metres. The helicopter was at an 

altitude of 1200 feet at the time. 

	

April 2017

Kaikoura

Bell 206

Airspace incident

While engaged on sluicing operations in the Kaikoura 

area the pilot of a helicopter incorrectly positioned the 

aircraft out of sequence in the established circuit, in front 

of another helicopter dropping water on the slip. After 

completing the water drop the pilot went to move away 

from the slip and had to take avoiding action to avoid 

collision with the bucket of the incorrectly positioned 

helicopter.

The helicopter was engaged on an operation lifting a 

drilling rig slung from a 30m line. During a left hand turn 

the manual release cable was activated and the rig fell 

into the ocean below. The investigation determined that 

the manual release cable had crept down the cyclic and 

developed sufficient tension to cause the hook to release.

	

June 2017

Rimutuka

AS 350

Power turbine governor

	

March 2017

West Coast

Hughes 500

Pc air line

While conducting sling load operations the pilot 

experienced a loss of engine power at approximately 

2000 feet. The pilot jettisoned the load and performed a 

successful autorotation and the engine was shut down. 

The engineering investigation found that the power 

turbine governor bearings had failed. 

This type of failure has been addressed by Honeywell 

through the introduction of new drive bearing design, 

a larger diameter spool bearing, a new formula grease 

for both the drive bearing and spool bearings, a new 

flyweight design, and a new bearing cap design (Service 

Bulletin Numbers GT-73-0387, GT-73-0390, and LTS101-

73-20-0280). These Service Bulletins are designated by 

Honeywell as ‘CATEGORY 1’ and typically require ‘urgent 

action’. The Power Turbine Governor was replaced with 

P/N 4-301-289-11, in accordance with current Service 

Bulletins.

During flight the engine power reduced to ground idle 

and the pilot performed a succesful autorotation and the 



helicopter was shut down and secured. The investigation 

found that the reduction in engine power was caused by 

a cracked Pc air line. Fretting and corrosion marks were 

observed under the end of the nut ferrule. A new Pc air 

line was installed. 

focus on: external load operations

The accidents and incidents above highlight several risks 

on external load operations. Here, we take a look at the 

data on external load safety in New Zealand over time 

and discuss some of the issues with reference to the main 

causal factors. 

A review of the safety data identified 128 occurrence 

reports involving external load equipment and operations 

from 2000 to the present: 

62 were reported as incidents and 51 as defects. 15 were 

accidents. For the majority of the defect reports, parts 

or systems failed on operations, as opposed to being 

discovered to be defective in the course of maintenance 

inspections. 

The incidents and defects were analysed and grouped 

into categories determined by the nature of the incident 

and/or the part failure type. The most common category 

was failure or defects of cargo hooks and attachment/

mount equipment, followed by load rigging failures. In 
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External	 Load	Occurrences	 per	Year

Hook failure or defect 34

Rigging failure 21

Inadvertent hook release 19

Release cable failure or defect 17

Other equipment failure or defect 11

Other 6

Strop hooked on skid 2

Strop/load ground contact 2

Strop/load rotor contact 1

Table: Incidents and defect reports by type

the majority of the reports the outcome of the incident or 

defect was the load being lost in flight.

Sample incident/defect reports

While spreading solid fertiliser the helicopter’s load 

diconnected from the hook and fell to the ground. 

Inspection revealed that the front Rod End attachment 

bolt had broken flush with the fuselage, allowing the 

hook to put tension on the manual release cable. The 

attachment bolt had most likely failed due to movement 

and subsequent fretting. 

June 2010

R44

Forward attachment bolt

	

Image of the failed bolt (apologies for the low quality)



July 2017

R44

Electrical release solenoid

	

There were two uncommanded hook releases as the 

helicopter was lifting off. The hook was removed and 

sent for overhaul. When the hook was dissassembled 

the release solenoid was found to be corroded. It was no 

longer free to rotate and remained in the partly applied 

position allowing the hook to release when loaded.

Image of the corroded solenoid

April 2016

AS 350

Upper attachment linkage

	

On climbout, the helicopter experienced a total loss of 

the hook assembly and underslung bucket. The cause 

was attributed to a fatigue crack in the linkage used 

in the swing frame as a result of it being subjected to 

an excessive shock load causing a crack to originate 

at a stress raiser point where there were some coarse 

machining marks on the surface.

December 2011

Hughes 500

Manual release cable

	

The cargo hook had an uncommanded release and the 

fertiliser bucket below dropped and was destroyed. The 

engineering investigation that the manual release cable 

was found to retract when the cab;e was moved due to 

corrosion in the outer sheath. This caused the manual 

release to actuate, releasing the bucket uncommanded. 

June 2016

Hughes 500

Manual release cable

	

While on a sling load operation the cargo hook had an 

uncommanded release. The investigation found that the 

manual release cable conduit had failed approximately 

2” forward of the cargo hook. This caused tension on the 

internal cable, which caused the hook to release. Due to 

the construction of the cable, the point where the conduit 

failed was concealed by an environmental sleeve and was 

not detectable through a visual inspection. The cause of 

the failure was likely a combination of age and chemical 

hardening of the outer sheath plastic and cargo hook 

movement.

Image of the cable conduit breakage



October 2010

AS 350

Rigging/load failure

	

The helicopter was engaged on a DoC operation carrying 

a water tank to a remote site. The load was choked with 

two 12 metre strops, each of which threaded through 

aluminium fork lifting brackets at the base of the tank.  

The strops were attached to a 20 metre lifting chain. 

Around 3 minutes into the flight the pilot encountered 

some turbulence and the pilot saw the tank tipping to 

the right and falling out of the strops. He took evasive 

action to avoid contact with the tail rotor and slowed to 

gain control of the chain. The operator undertook rigging 

training and developed a procedure to transport water 

tanks in a cargo net. 

March 2009

AS 350

Rigging/load failure

	

The helicopter was lifting a large steel truss from an 

engineering yard with the intention of delivering it to a 

building site. Two 680kg-rated nylon ropes were used. 

When the load had been lifted to a height of 8 metres 

and the pilot was stabilised in the hover, one of the ropes 

failed and the steel truss fell to the yard below. It was 

determined that the rope failed due to the sharp edge of 

the steel truss ‘cleat’ it was attached to. While the cleat 

had been wrapped in padding prior to the rope being 

attached, the padding was cut through, exposing the 

rope. 

external load accidents

15 accidents were identified involving external loads. 

The most common causal factor was strop/load contact 

with the tail rotor. This corresponds with other reports. In 

2006 Eurocopter released Service Letter No. 1727-25-

05 on sling work. This reported that 41% of the sling load 

accidents reported to Eurocopter occurred when the sling 

or load made contact with the helicopter.

Strop/load rotor contact 7

Strop hooked on skid 3

Other 2

Strop/load ground contact 2

Under investigation 1

Table: External load accidents by type

The Eurocopter letter states: “... the sling contacts the tail 

rotor, which may cause the tail rotor gear box and parts of 

the fin to be damaged. The two main reasons are either 

an abrupt dive manoeuvre or bursting of the bag which 

behaves like a parachute when empty. In both cases, 

the cable and its cargo are subject to airstream loads 

which prevail over the weight of the cable and cargo. 

Consequently, the sling or load follows the airstream into 

the tail rotor area.”

December 2004

Hughes 500

Strop/load rotor contact

	

The pilot of the helicopter was flying a party of 3 kayakers 

into the upper reaches of the Wanganui River in Westland. 

The group’s kayaks and paddles were suspended in 

a cargo net carried underneath the helicopter. As the 

helicopter flew up the river the net swung back and struck 

the tail rotor, resulting in an immediate loss of tail rotor 

control. The pilot regained control by promptly entering



an autorotation and made a successful, but heavy, forced 

landing onto the river bed. And ensuing fire destroyed the 

helicopter but all occupants escaped with minor scratches 

and bruises only. The accident was caused by the sling 

load being too light for the speed of the helicopter.

From the TAIC report:

“As the helicopter lifted off, the net would have started to 

stream back underneath the helicopter as it climbed and 

accelerated. The kayaks and paddles weighed about 

55 kg, so there was little weight to hold the net down as 

the helicopter approached 70 kt. The size and shape of 

the kayaks also meant they were easily affected by the 

airflow. The higher speed, combined with the turbulence 

the pilot encountered as he rounded the bend in the river, 

was probably enough to start the oscillating underneath 

the helicopter. With a 2 metre strop, the net was able to 

swing back and strike the tail rotor.”

Image of the wreckage

The full report is available via this link: TAIC Investigation 

04-009.

The accident highlights some known risk factors on 

external load operations. Loads that are light and have a 

high drag profile will travel back into the tail rotor area. 

The UK CAA’s guidance on helicopter external loads 

states that the weight of cargo should not be less than 

227 kg (500 lbs). In this case the load was less than 1/5 of 

that. Further, short strops will allow loads to contact the 

tail rotor. Related to these issues is the matter of flying  

with empty nets, bags, and strops. These all have a 

propensity to travel back ‘towards the horizontal’, at 

speeds as low as 30 kts. As the UK guidance material 

states: 

“Although not recommended, if specially constructed 

weighted strops are flown unladen then careful briefings 

should be given, speeds restricted, and the flight of the 

strop monitored in flight by the use of mirrors.”

February 2015

Hughes 500

Strop hooked on skid

	

The helicopter crashed during fire fighting operations 

in Marlborough. During refilling the monsoon bucket in 

the Wairau River one of the four strops attached from 

the helicopter hook to the bucket got caught around 

the left rear skid (also fitted with a snow shoe). The pilot 

descended to release tension and the current carried the 

bucket down stream pulling the aircraft out of C of G and 

causing a tail rotor strike. The aircraft spun around several 

times uncontrollably and ended up on its side in shallow 

water on the river bank. 

The operator investigated and identified the folllowiing 

lessons from the accident:

1. Fire bucket harnesses should not be connected directly 

to the hook. Instead they should be attached to a long line 

of at least 7 metres, meaning the pilot has only one line to 

focus on instead of four;

2. 7mm non-rotating steel wire rope should be used 

because these do not catch in the wind or flutter; and

3. Fire fighting with a monsoon bucket should be included 

in the annual flight crew competency check, during which 

pilots must demonstrate their ability to rig the load safely.

http://www.taic.org.nz/ReportsandSafetyRecs/AviationReports/tabid/78/ctl/Detail/mid/482/InvNumber/2004-009/Page/9/language/en-US/Default.aspx?SkinSrc=[G]skins/taicAviation/skin_aviation
http://www.taic.org.nz/ReportsandSafetyRecs/AviationReports/tabid/78/ctl/Detail/mid/482/InvNumber/2004-009/Page/9/language/en-US/Default.aspx?SkinSrc=[G]skins/taicAviation/skin_aviation
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Strop/load contact with ground

	

The helicopter was engaged on a fertiliser application 

operation. At the end of a sowing run, while turning into 

the sun the pilot realised that he was heading towards 

rising ground and that there was insufficient height for 

the bucket to clear the terrain. Depsite applying aft 

cyclic and power, the bucket collided with the ground. 

The impact tore the engine and liner from the bucket 

frame, and flicked the bucket up into the tail rotor and 

vertical stabiliser. The helicopter, spinning out of control, 

eventually crashed some 350 metres from the initial point 

of impact. The pilot was not harmed.

summary

This analysis of external load accidents, incidents, and 

defects has identified several key areas of risk that 

require careful management:

EQUIPMENT

The failure of lifting equipment, including cargo hooks, 
hook attachment gear, strops, shackles etc. has 

caused a number of major incidents. The defect reports 

highlight the importance of making sure that equipment is 

properly maintained and inspected before flight to ensure 

they are in good condition and are strong and secure 

enough for the lifting task. 

Rigging and load preparation

This is implicated in a number of uncommanded 
releases and accidents. Incorrectly rigged loads can 
break up in flight or can lead to oscillations that force 
the pilot to release the load. It is vital that pilots and 
ground crew are properly trained on load preparation 
and have access to quality equipment to rig loads 
securely.
In flight line/load fouling

As the accidents demonstrate, this rapidly leads to 
the loss of control and destruction of the helicopter. 
Flight with light loads, loads with high drag area, or 
worse, empty strops, increases the risk of tail rotor 
contact. Low-level flying increases the risk of loads and 
buckets contacted terrain, wires, fences, and trees. It 
is important that pilots are thouroughly and regularly 
trained and that rigourous procedures are in place to 
make sure that in flight risk is minimised.

 Five accidents on external load operations this year 
is not acceptable. This is a high risk activity and we 
need to ensure that it is treated with the caution and 
preparation it requires. All readers are encouraged to 
follow the links below for further information on the 
safety of external load work:

The TAIC interim report into the ZK-HKW Port Hills fire 
accident including the Eurocopter Service Letter.

UK CAP 426 - Guidance on Helicopter External Load 
Operations.

Flight Safety Foundation - Basic Aviation Risk Standard 
Volume Two.

http://www.taic.org.nz/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=ou0cF1c2Lw8%3d&tabid=36&mid=613&language=en-US
http://www.taic.org.nz/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=ou0cF1c2Lw8%3d&tabid=36&mid=613&language=en-US
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP426.PDF
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP426.PDF
https://flightsafety.org/files/bars/bars_implementation_guidelines_vol2_aug13.pdf
https://flightsafety.org/files/bars/bars_implementation_guidelines_vol2_aug13.pdf

